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history

The history of fibre drums in Italy is the history of IMBALKRAFT and of its founder Aldo
Campanini and his family's vision and entrepreneurial ability.

A company and a tradition strongly rooted in the territory but with an international
approach and vision.

The technical skills developed in a 50 years activity still represent a solid expertise in the
design and construction of plants for the production of kraft fibre drums. IMBALKRAFT is
capable not only of supplying a product, but also and mainly the competence and
technical support necessary for the research and development of solutions suitable for
each customer and sector.

The research and development of innovative solutions have led us over time to be a
reference point for the state of the art of fibre drums in Italy and abroad.

In order to guarantee high levels of service, flexibility and fast delivery to its customers,
IMBALKRAFT has implemented 3 independent production lines dedicated to fibre drums.
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history
1965 Aldo Campanini begins designing the technologies to produce fibre drums

1967 Aldo and Sergio Campanini founded IMBALKRAFT snc in Vimercate (MB), with a shareholder. The first production of fibre
drums begins on a national scale creating the economic and ecological alternative to the wooden, iron and plastic
drum

1977 Entrance of the second generation of Campanini family

1985 Beside the first production line a second line of fibre drums is designed, developed and manufactured in-house

1987 Acquisition of the entire IMBALKRAFT property by Campanini family

1995 Relocation of the production site in Bernareggio (MB) and extension of the production area to the current 5,000 sqm

1998 Development and construction of a third production line for fibre drums in order to meet the growing market demands
and the need for greater flexibility and service level

2003 Entrance of the third generation of entrepreneurs from Campanini family

2006 Achievement of ISO 9001 certification

2011 Joined EIPA (European association of industrial packaging manufacturers) and SEFFI (European association of kraft fibre
drum manufacturers)

2017 Anniversary of 50 years of activity
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Fibre drums

Fibre drum is a highly versatile and customizable kind of industrial packaging, suitable for containing 
solid products in powder, flakes, granules, paste or semi-liquid form

It represents a light and economical alternative to iron and plastic drums

Fibre drum provides high axial and radial mechanical resistance to static and dynamic compression, 
stacking and fall impact

It facilitates filling and emptying operations thanks to the full opening lid

A high coefficient of chemical, thermal and electrostatic inertia is provided

Fibre drum allows extreme customization in terms of size, materials, accessories, colors and external 
graphics

It simplifies separation and disposal

It is produced with renewable raw materials and low energy processes, with reduced CO2 emissions

FIBRE DRUMS



sustainability
Fibre drum is made of materials that are recyclable and sustainable for the environment.

KRAFTLINER is a paper chemically manufactured and therefore composed of long fibres, with remarkable
performance, suitable for contact with food and recyclable over and over again as waste paper for new types of
paper. It is obtained by cutting down trees planted for this purpose and then replanted, according to modern
forest sustainable management systems

The involved adhesive is atoxic, suitable for food contact and obtained from corns or potatoes

The production processes involved in the supply chain therefore mainly use renewable resources and require low
energy consumption, carried out at ambient temperature with reduced waste production (reused for energy
production)

The current and progressive transition from the concept of linear economy to that of CIRCULAR ECONOMY
enhances fiber drum as an ideal industrial packaging for the future of the planet and the economic system.

In addition to reducing the resources used for its production in terms of weight and energy consumption at source,
fibre drums perfectly combine the principles of reuse, recycling, material recovery and energy at the end of its
life cycle.

Imbalkraft has been actively involved since product development in pursuing eco-design objectives, prevention
and reduction of materials and waste, as well as the use of natural and renewable resources.

SUSTAINABILITY



In order to guarantee maximum flexibility

and service level, Imbalkraft features 3

complete and switchable production lines

where it can manufacture all types and sizes

of drums

The company is certified for quality

according to ISO 9001:2008

Imbalkraft is a member of SEFFI - European

Association of Fibre Drum Manufacturers
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IMBALKRAFT S.r.l.

Via Dante Alighieri, 32

20881 Bernareggio (MB)

 039 6800085

 039 6902397

 info@imbalkraft.com


